We show that for any perfect fluid in a static spacetime, if the Einstein constraint equation is satisfied and the temperature of the fluid obeys Tolman's law, then the other components of Einstein's equation are implied by the assumption that the total entropy of the fluid achieves an extremum for fixed total particle number and for all variations of metric with certain boundary conditions. Conversely, one can show that the extrema of the total entropy of the fluid are implied by Einstein's equation. Compared to previous works on this issue, we do not require spherical symmetry for the spacetime. Our results suggest a general and solid connection between thermodynamics and general relativity. PACS number(s): 04
Introduction
The mathematical analogy between laws of black physics and the ordinary laws of thermodynamics leads to the discovery of black hole thermodynamics [1] - [3] . In the past four decades, black hole thermodynamics has become an important and fascinating subject in general relativity and other theories of gravity [4] - [7] . A related but different issue is to the study of the thermodynamics of ordinary matter in curved spacetime, without the presence of black hole. In contrast to the mystic origin of black hole entropy, local thermodynamic quantities of matter in curved spacetime, like entropy density s, energy density ρ, local temperature T , are well defined. Gravity only affects the distribution of these quantities. There are two apparently 2 Properties of perfect fluid in static spacetimes
We consider a general perfect fluid as discussed in [9] . The entropy density s is taken to be a function of the energy density ρ and particle number density n, i.e., s = s(ρ, n). From the first law of thermodynamics, one can derive the integrated form of the Gibbs-Duhem relation,
where p and µ represent the pressure and chemical potential, respectively. All the quantities are measured by static observers with four-velocity u a . These observers are orthogonal to the hypersurface Σ. Therefore, the in-duced metric on Σ is given by
The stress-energy tensor T ab for perfect fluid takes the form
We shall assume that Tolman's law holds, which states that the local temperature T of the fluid satisfies
where χ is the redshift factor for static observers and T 0 is a constant. This law establishes the relationship between the fluid temperature to the metric, which was also used in [15] . Now we show that another similar relation for chemical potential µ is implied by the Tolman law.
It is straightforward to show, from the conservation law ∇ a T ab = 0 and stationary conditions, that
where A a is the four-acceleration of the observer. Since
where ξ a is the Killing vector and χ is the redshift factor, one can show that
and thus
On the other hand, the local first law can also be expressed in the form [9] dp = sdT + ndµ
Comparing Eqs. (8) and (9), and using Eqs. (4) and (1), we find
which leads to
Thus, from the Tolman's law and local thermodynamic laws for perfect fluid, we derive the constancy of the redshifited chemical potential. This also yields µ T = const.
This relation will be used later.
Two theorems
In this section, we present two theorems on the relationship between the extrema of total entropy of fluid and static solutions to Einstein's equation.
Theorem 1 Consider a perfect fluid in a static spacetime (M, g ab ) and Σ is a three dimensional hypersurface denoting a moment of the static observers. Let C be a region on Σ with boundaryC. Assume that the temperature of the fluid obeys Tolman's law and the Einstein constraint equation is satisfied in C. Then the other components of Einstein's equation are implied by the extrema of the total fluid entropy for fixed particle number and for all variations where h ab and its first derivatives are fixed onC.
Proof. The total entropy S is an integral of the entropy density s over the region C on Σ
where h is the determinant of h ab in any coordinates of Σ. Without loss of generality, we can fix the coordinates on Σ for all variations. Thus, the variation of total entropy is written in the form
Applying the local first law of thermodynamics,
we find
The total number of particle N is the integral
which yields the variation
Therefore, the constraint δN = 0 is equivalent to
With this constraint as well as Eq. (12), Eq. (16) can be written as
Using [16] 
we obtain
where
Our purpose is to derive δL = 0 from Einstein's equation. First note that the extrinsic curvature of Σ is defined bŷ
where ∇ a is the derivative operator associated with g ab , satisfying ∇ a g bc = 0. It is then straightforward to shoŵ
thus
which leads toB
where B (ab) is the symmetrization of B ab . The antisymmetrization of B ab also vanishes due to the fact that u a is hypersurface orthogonal [16] . Consequently,B ab = 0 and
This formula will be very helpful in the later calculation. One can show that the curvature R
Note that there would beB ab terms on the right-hand side if the spacetime were not static [16] . It is not difficult to find that
and
To calculate δρ, we start with constraint Einstein's equation
where the stress-energy tensor T ab for perfect fluid has been given in Eq. (3). Thus
Together with Eqs. (31) and (32), we obtain [17]
This tells us that the variation of ρ is actually determined by the geometry of Σ. Denote the last term in Eq. (23) by δL 1 , which then gives
Denote the first term on the right-hand side by δL
ab .
The standard calculation yields (see e.g., [16] )
and D a is the derivative operator on Σ associated with h ab . To get δh ab as a common factor, we perform integration by parts and find
According to the assumption of Theorem 1, the metric and its first derivatives are fixed onC. So we may get rid of the boundary term and obtain
Using integration by parts again and dropping the boundary terms, we have
Now δL ′ 1 is linear in δh ab , as desired. Without loss of generality, we take T 0 = 1 in Eq. (4) and Eq. (42) becomes
Note that
Thus,
So
We calculate
and Eq. (48) can be rewritten as
Substituting these results into Eq. (23) yields
This shows explicitly that δS is determined by the variation of h ab . Since δS = 0 by the assumption of Theorem 1, we have
Substitution of Eqs. (31),(32) and (35) yields
Now we show that P ab 1 and P ab 2 vanish respectively. We first calculate
Hence,
Then Eq. (55) can be written in the form
Since u a = ξ a /χ where ξ a is the Killing vector field, we have
By Eq. (29), we find immediately
To deal with the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (56), we start from
where we have used Eq. (29) repeatedly. Hence, P ab 2 in Eq. (56) can be written in the form
Eq. (44) implies that D a A b is symmetric in a, b and thus
Therefore, Eq. (54) just gives the projection of Einstein's equation into Σ
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
In the above proof, we used the Einstein constraint equation (35) to derive Eq. (51). Then by applying δS = 0, we obtained the spatial components of Einstein's equation. It is not difficult to check that the proof is reversible, i.e., From the projected Einstein's equation (67), one can show δL = 0 in Eq. (51), which makes the total entropy be an extremum. Thus, we arrive at the following theorem: Theorem 2 Consider a perfect fluid in a static spacetime (M, g ab ) and Σ is a three dimensional hypersurface denoting a moment of the static observers. Let C be a region on Σ with a boundaryC and h ab be the induced metric on Σ. Assume that the temperature of the fluid obeys Tolman's law and Einstein's equation is satisfied in C. Then the fluid is distributed such that its total entropy in C is an extremum for fixed total particle number and for all variations where h ab and its first derivatives are fixed onC.
Note that the Einstein constraint equation usually refers to 
Conclusions
We have rigorously proven the equivalence of the extrema of the entropy and Einstein's equation under a few natural and necessary conditions. The significant improvement from previous works is that no spherical symmetry or any other symmetry is needed on the spacelike hypersurface. Our work suggests a clear connection between Einstein's equation and the thermodynamics of perfect fluid in static spacetimes.
